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Abstract. Composite material is widely used in modern structures. Many researchers 
have been involved in studying, developing and applying this kind of material. The 
composite material of spherical particles is a material composed of continuous matrix 
phase and spherical ·particles. In modern technique, it is very necessary to consider the 
influence of temperature on toughness and stability of structures. Therefore, determining 
the coefficient of thermal expansion of composite as a function of the coefficients and 
volume fractions of matrix and particle phases is a practical requirement. In this paper. 
we would like to introduce an alternative derivation method in order to obtain the thermal 
expansion coefficient of two-phase composite of spherical particles. Our results are the 
same as Vanin's and other authors'. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Thermal expansion behaviour can be important when composite materials are used in 
conjunction with other materials and when it is necessary to match the thermal expansion 
coefficient of one structural component with another. 

Among the kinds of composite material, particle-reinforced material is an important 
one. Many researchers have been involved in determining the effective thermal expansion 
coefficient of this kind of composite, especially composite of spherical incl us ions [7] . 

Levin [8] showed that a simple relationship between the effective expansion coefficients 
and the effective elastic moduli could be derived for two-phase materials using the thermo
elastic stress-strain relations. For an isotropic composite with two isotropic phases the 
basic relationship can be written in form 

a1 - a2 1 _!__ 
a*= a+ r , K* - (K) ' [ -1 (1.1) 

where a 1 , a 2 are the linear thermal expansion coefficients of the two phases, K1, K2 are 
their bulk moduli, K* and a* the effective bulk modulus and effective thermal expansion 
coefficient of composite, and the bars over the symbols indicate volume averages . 

If one of the phas~s is a fluid (or a low shear modulus matrix) and the other consists 
of rigid particles, mechanical interactions represented by the final term of ( 1.1) can be 

'\ 
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neglected 

(1.2) 

where Vi, Vi are the volume fractions of phases and it follows from equat!on (1.1) the 
simple rule of mixture 

(1.3) 

For a dilute suspension in which spherical particles with bulk modulus Ki are dispersed 
in a matrix with bulk modulus K2 and shear modulus µ2, we can use Hashin's relation 
for effective bulk modulus as follows [1]. 

(1.4) 

This relation may be expected to apply when the volume fraction of particles V1 does not 
exceed a few percent. 
From equations (1.1) and (1.4) we obtain 

* (a1 - a2)K1(3K2 + 4µ2)Vi (1.S) 
Q = Q

2 + K2(3K1 + 4µ2) + (K1 - K2)(3K2 + 4P,2)Vi. 

For higher particle concentrations, Hashin obtained the exact relation for the effective 
bulk modulus of this system [1] 

K* = K2 + (K1 - K2) (3K2 + 4µ2) 
3K1+4µ2+3(K2 - Ki)Vi 

Subsituting (1.6) in Levin's equation (1.1), we obtain the relation 

* (a2 - a1)K1(3K2 + 4µ2)Vi · 
Q = CY2 - -------------

K2(3K1+4µ2) + 4(K1 - K2)µ2 Vi 

This relation can also be obtained from the expressions given by Kerner [7]. 
Using the relationships 

K= E 
3(1 - 2v)' 

E 
µ = 2(1 + v) 

equation (1. 7) can be written in the form 

(1.6) 

(1. 7) 

a* = a
2 

_ (a2 _ ai) 3(Ei/ E2)(l - v2)Vi 
(Ei/E2)[2Vi(l - 2v2) + (1+v2)]+2(1- 2v1)V2 (1.S) 

which corresponds with the relations obtained by Fahmy and Ragai [6]. These two au
thors derived equation ( 1.8) from ' a consideration the difference between linear strains at 
interfaces in a composite sphere. 

Assuming homogeneous strain throughout the composite and using a balance of in
ternal average stresses, Turner suggested thermal expansion coefficient of two-phase com
posite taking into account the stress interaction between phases as follows. 

Kia1 Vi+ K2a2Vi Ka 
a*=-------

K1 Vi + K2 Vi K . 
(1.9) 
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Employing extremum principles of thermoelasticity and. taking into account the stress in
teraction between components, Schapery has derived the following relation for the thermal 
expansion coefficient of composite material 

* (1/ IC) - (1/ K1) 
a = a1 + (a2 - a1) (l/K2) _ (l/Ki) . (1.10) 

Finally, we discuss about Vanin's derivation [2]. According to Eshelby's formula [1], the 
energy of composite material of spherical particles is given as follows 

1 ff 0 0 U = Uo + 2 (o-iui - o-i u i )dS, (1.11) 

Si 

where Si is the surface of spherical particles, ( O-i, ui) - the stresses and displacements 
of composite and (a-?, u?) the stresses and displacements of homogeneous elastic material. 
Fundamentally, using this energy relation Vanin obtained the thermal expansion coefficient 
of two-phase composite material as follows 

(3* = (32 _ ((32 _ (3
1

) ~K1(3K2 + 4G2) . 

3K1K2 + 4G2 [ ~K1 + (1 - OK2] 
(1.12) 

Nevertheless, the displacement field selected by Vanin is relatively complex. 
At present work, we would like to introduce an alternative method of derivation in order 
to give the effective thermal expansion coefficient of two-phase composite of spherical 
particles . Our derivation is based on the theory of thermo-elasticity and broadenning 
results of Lame problem taking into account the influence of temperature [3]. Our results 
coincide with relations obtained by Vanin, Hashin, Kerner, Fahmy and Ragai . 

2. THE PROBLEM 

Investigating composite material of spherical particles is derived by considering a rep
resentative volume element having form of a sphere contained in a cube. According to 
composite spheres model suggested by Hashin [1], the outer cube is estimated by a sphere 
having the same volume. This model give us a solid sphere covered by a spherical shell . 
Inner solid sphere represents particle phase, whereas outer spherical shell- matrix phase. 
We assume that particle and matrix phases are made of isotropic homogeneous elastic 
materials, moreover, the radii of particles are the same. Consequently, present problem 
can be posed as follows. 

Let us consider a heterogeneous sphere that core sphere ( 0 ::S r ::S a) and spherical 
shell (a ::S r ::S b) are homogeneous materials of properties (.X.1, µ1), (.X.2, µ2) and thermal 
expansion coefficients (a1 , a2), respectively. It is supposed that the heterogeneous sphere 
is subjected to a hydrostatic stress P2 on the boundary r = b, at the same time, is 
warmed up by temperature T (in fact, temperatµre interval 6.T = T - To represents 
the difference of temperatures and To is initial temperature) . There exists a problem to 
think of proposed inhomogeneous sphere as a composite sphere and determine the effective 
thermal expansion coefficient of composite as a function of coefficients and elastic moduli 
of constituent phases. 
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3. GOVERNING RELATIONS 

Some governing relations of proposed problem are given in the spherical coordinate 
system as follows [3]. 

Because of symmetry, it is clear that the only non-zero displacement component is 
radius displacement ·ur. Moreover, it is a function of radius r. 

Ur = Ur(r) , uo = u'P = 0. (3 .1) 

By theory of thermoelasticity [3], we express the components of stress tensor in terms of 
displacements. · 

arr= ).J) + 2µErr - (3.A. + 2µ)cd~.T, 
aoe = a'P'P = NJ+ 2µccpcp - (3.A. + 2µ)a!:::..T. (3.2) 

Here e = dur/dr + 2ur/r and !:::..T = T - T0 considered as a constant in present work. 
Putting (3 .2) into equilibrium equation 

darr 2 · 
-d +-(arr - acpcp) = 0, 

r r 
we obtain the following differential equation for Ur 

d
2
ur + ~ dur _ 2 Ur = O. 

dr2 r dr r 2 

4. SOLUTION METHOD 

(3.3) 

. (3.4) 

As was mentioned above, the governing idea for solving recommended prnblem 'is that 
widenning results of Lame problem when consider the influence of temperature. Firstly; 
we separat~ly define the state of displacement and stress of particle and matrix phases of 
heterogeneous sphere. Then we define displacement and stress fields of composite sphere. 
By a fact that displacement on boundary of composite sphere is the same as that on 
boundary of matrix spherical shell, we obtain the objective of problem. 

4.1. Part of matrix phase 

In part of matrix phase (a ::5 r ::5 b) the displacement and stress are in forms 

(2) B2 
u =A2r+- (4.1) 

r r2' 

a~;) = (3A.2 + 2µ2)A2 -
4B~µ2 

- (3>.2 + 2µ2)a26.T . ( 4.2) 
r 

Introduction of <J~;) into boundary and surface conditions 

a(2) I = -p2 a(2) I = - p 
rr r=b ' rr r=a ' (4.3) 

(in fact, p is interaction stress between two phases), we define integration constants as 
well as displacement and stress in the matrix phase · 

(2) [pa
3 

- p2b
3 

1 "Tl (p - P2)a
3
b

3 
1 u = +a2u r+ -

r b3 - a3 3.A.2 + 2µ2 (b3 - a3)4µ2 r 2' 
(4.4) 

(2) _ pa3 
- P2b3 (p2 - p)a3b3 1 . . . 

arr - b3 - a3 .,j- b3 - a3 r3 + (3A.2 + 2µ2)a28.T. (4.5) 
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4.2. Part of particle phase 

In this part (0 :::; r :::; a) displacement and stress fields have form 

u(l) = A1r 
r ' 

()~;) = (3>.1 + 2µ1)A1 - (3>.1 + 2µ1)cq!::::..T . 
By the continuity conditions of displacement and stress at interface r = a 

u<+) = u<- ) o.(+) = a(- ) 
r r ' rr r r ' 

we obtain the following relations of Ai and interaction stress p. 

(4 .6) 

(4 .7) 

(K2 + 4µ2/3) p2b3 - [ (3K2b3 + 4µ2a3)K1cq + 4µ2(b3 - a3)K2n2] f::::..T 

A1 = - '" u ',, . ' !a3)K1 + 4µ2(b3 - a3)K2 ' ( 4.8) 

= -K (3K2 + 4µ2)p2b3 - 12µ2K2(b3 - a3)(a2 - n1)!::::..T (4 9) 
P 1 (3K2b3 + 4µ2a3)K1 + 4µ2(b3 - a3 )K2 ' . 

where Ki =Ai + 2µi/3 (i = 1, 2) . 

4.3. Equivalent homogeneous sphere 

Now we consider equivalent homogeneous sphere having radius r = b, properties (>., µ) 
and thermal expansion coefficient ex , such a sphere is referred to as a composite sphere. 
Composite sphere is subjected to a hydrostatic stress p2 on boundary r = b and is warmed 
up by temperature T. 

Because the composite sphere is solid, solution form is similar to that of particle phase. 

u; = A*r, 

O";r = .(3>. + 2µ)A* - (3>. + 2µ)cx!::::..T. 

· The displaceme~t field is defined from boundary condition 

(4.10) 

( 4.11) 

O":rlr=b = -p2 ' 

as follows 
* [ -p2 ] 

. Ur= 3). + 2µ + cx!::::..T r. (4 .12) 

In fact, the displacements of composite sphere and spherical matrix shell are the same, 
specifically 

u~2)1r=b = u;Jr=b· (4.13) 

Putting equations ( 4.4) and ( 4.12) into equation ( 4.13) taking into account ( 4.9), we obtain 
the following equation 

. P2 [ (K + 4µ2/3) (K1 - K2)a3 - (K - K2) (K1 + 4µ.2/3) b3] + 

+ [ K K2(3K1+4µ2)(n - n2)(a3 - b3) - K K1(3K2 + 4µ2)(n - n1)a3] !::::..T = 0. (4.14) 

Equation (4.14) is satisfied for arbitrary p2 , therefore, its coefficients must be zero. 
Equating to zero the coefficient of P2 gives us relation 

K = K2 + (Ki - K2)~ i ' (4 .15) 
1 + (K1 - K2) (K2 + 4G2/3)- (1 - () 
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which is the same as Hashin's formula introduced in Christensen's wo~k [1] for determining 
the effective bulk modulus of composite of spherical particles. 

Then making the term independent of P2 to be zero, we obtain rela'tion 

( ) 
K1(3K2+4G2)~ 

a = a2 + a1 - a2 . , 
K2 (3K1 + 4G2) + 4(K1 - K2)G2~ 

(4.16) 

a3 
where ~ = b3 is the volume fraction of particle phase. 

We readily recognize that relation (4.16) is the same as Vanin's formula (1.12) for 
calculating the effective thermal expansion coefficient of composite material of spherical 
particles. It is a function of the coefficients, elastic moduli and volume fractions of two 
phases . · 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

By composite spheres model and using the theory of thermoelasticity, \ve have de
termined the effective thermal expansion coefficient of two-phase composite material of 
sphercial reinforced particles. Our formula coincide with result obtained by Vanin and 
several other authors such as Hashin, Kerner , Fahmy and Ragai. Mathematically, we 
t hink that our derivation method is more simple than Vanin's and other authors' . More
over, our results exactly represent the nature bf .heat transfer , specifically, the effective 
bulk modulus of composite is obtained as a corollary. F innally, this approach can be 
broadenned to composite cylinders model in order to reach the thermal expansion coeffi
cients of fibre-reinforced composite material. 
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MQT PHUONG PHAP KHAC DE x.Ac D!NH H:¢ s6 GIAN NO NHI:¢T CUA 

V4T LI:¢u COMPOSITE VOI CAC H~T DON GAU 

Vi\it li~u composite chrc,rc Slr di,mg n) ng rai trong nhieu ket cau hi~n dsii nha tinh U'U vi~t cua 
n6. Vi~c ~ghien cU-u, phat trien va U-ng dv.ng lo~i vi\it li~u nay nhi\in QU'<,JC -Slf quan tam cua nhieu 
nha nghien ClrU . V<%t li~u composite v&i cac h~t Q(;)U cau la m9t lo~i v~t li~u d~ng lm&ng GU'<,JC cau 
thanh tir pha nen lien tv.c va cac h~t d9n cau. Trong ky thui\it hi~n dsi-i, vi~c xem xet anh lm&ng 
cua nhi~t d9 den d9 ben va d9 on dinh cua cac ket cau la rat can thiet . Do d6 vi~c xac d[nh h~ so 
clan n& nhi~t cua composite nhtr m<)t ham cua cac h~ so dan n& nhi~t va ty l~ the tich cua cac vi\it 
li~li thanh phan la m9t yeu cau rat th\fC te. Trong bai bao nay chung toi gi&i thi~u m<?t phmmg 
phap khac nham thu dtrqc h~ so clan n& nhi~t cua composite hai pha d(m cac hsi-t cau. Ket qua 
cua chung toi trimg hoan toan v&i ket qua cua Vanin va m<)t so tac gia khac. 
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